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Experimental and Computational Studies 
on Flow Behavior Around Counter Rotating Blades 

in a Double-Spindle Deck 
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Experimental  and computat ional  studies were performed to determine the effects of  different 

blade designs on a flow pattern inside a double-spindle  counter rotating mower deck. In the 

experimental  study, two different blade models were tested by measuring air velocities using a 

forward-scatter  LDV system. The velocity measurements were taken at several different azimuth 

and axial sections inside the deck. The measured velocity distributions clarified the air flow 

pattern caused by the rotating blades and demonstrated the effects of  deck and blade designs. A 

high-speed video camera and a sound level meter were used for flow visualization and noise 

level measurement. In the computat ional  works, two-dimens ional  blade shapes at several 

arbitrary radial sections have been selected for flow computations around the blade model. For  

three-dimensional  computat ion applied a non-iner t ia  coordinate system, a flow field around the 

entire three-dimensional  blade shape is used to evaluate flow patterns in order to take radial 

flow interactions into account. The computat ional  results were compared with the experimental 

results. 
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Nomenclature  
R 

Dd ' Diameter  of  deck 
r 

g " Gravitat ional  acceleration vector 

H1 " Height of  deck r 
U 

H2 " Gap between deck and table 
Ul k " Turbulent  kinetic energy U' 

Lb " Length of  blade 

Ld " Length of  deck ui 'u f  
V 

N " Rotat ional  speed 
Vr 

p ' Instantaneous pressure 
V 
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: Blade radius 

: Position vector 

: Tested point  radius 

; Mean velocity component  

: Fluid velocity in the ith direction 

: Fluctuating velocity 

: Reynolds-stress 

: Liquid velocity vector 

Relative velocity vector 

: Tangential  velocity 

: Velocity of blade tip (Maximum velocity 

of  blade) 

: Axial  velocity 

: Distance from blade to housing on axial 

direction 

: Distance from blade on axial direction 
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x : Cartesian coordinate 

: Unit tensor 

s : Dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic en- 

ergy 

/2 : Molecular viscosity 

/It : Turbulent viscosity 

zc : Total stress tensor 

p : Density of fluid 

r : Shear stress 

r~ : Stress tensor 

.O : Angular velocity vector 

o) : Angular velocity of blade 

Subscripts 
i , j ,  k : Tensor notations 

Superscripts 
: Time-average values 

' : Turbulent fluctuation 

1. Introduction 

The aerodynamics of a rotating blade is an 

important research area for the improvement of 

design in hover crafts, VTOL, and other industrial 

applications such as lawn mowers, fans, blowers, 

snow blowers, etc. Understanding of the me- 

chanisms of aerodynamics of a rotating blade is 

one of the challenging research topics. To date, 

many of the designs for such blades have 

depended upon experience through numerous 

trials. Trial and error procedures are time-con- 

suming and high cost. Therefore, the flow patterns 

near a rotating blade are not well understood, and 

it is difficult to explain the complete fluid dyna- 

mic characteristics occurring in lawn mowers. 

Lawnmower blade and deck designs must allow 

for maximum airflow and re-circulation of the 

grass clippings for better mulching. The flowfield 

around a rotating blade significantly affects the 

blade failures, vibrations, and associated noise 

and other adverse factors. In order to accomplish 

this, modifications must be made to the blade 

profile and cutting angles. In addition, proper 

mower deck layouts and geometries need to be 

tested to verify their airflow potential. The wider 

and higher upward air velocity at the tip of the 

blade makes the better cutting performance since 

most of grass cutting is occurred at this area. 

Clearly, there is a need for investigations to help 

mower designers optimize the configurations of 

blades and decks, and improve cutting perform- 

ance. 

The objectives of this study are to experimen- 

tally and computationally observe the effects of 

different blade configurations on the flows 

generated in a mower housing, and to develop a 

flow simulation that can predict improved de- 

signs. This database can be used for aerodynamic 

studies in turbomachinery and other aerodynamic 

applications. For these reasons, measurements of 

the velocity field around rotating blades in a 

housing, and computational simulations of blades 

and the mower deck, have been performed in this 

study. Additionally, high-speed video footage 

was taken to gain further insight into the flow 

conditions within the housing. Lawn mower is to 

be classified into two types. One is single rotating 

blade type, which is used for walk-behind 

mowers or compact size tractor mowers, and the 

other is multi rotating blades type, which is 

applied for large scale tractor mowers. The single 

rotating blade type is generally used for home 

appliances. The multi-rotating blades type mower 

uses double or triple spindle in a single deck to 

extend grass cutting area. The double spindle 

mower can be divided into two classes, which are 

counter-rotating blades for mulching grass clipp- 

ing type and co-rotating blades for side discharge 

type. The side discharge type mower generally has 

a bag installed in discharge area to collect grass 

clipping. A model tested for current research is a 

type of double spindle, counter-rotating mulching 

deck, which is the most common and widely used 

mower deck on the market and has almost no 

open research literatures available. 

The flow inside a mower housing is a two-phase 

flow of a gas-solid particle system (air-grass 

clippings) similar to cyclones, separators, dust 

collectors, snow drifts, etc. The grass clippings 

circulate with air inside the mower housing after 

being cut. The flow pattern of grass clippings was 

carefully investigated for the mulching mower 

deck, since clipping size and motion are impor-" 

tant factors for lawn mower performance. The 
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blades tested for current research are designed in 

such a way that the angle of attack varies along 

the radial direction. This design creates compli- 

cated flow patterns inside the deck. 

2. Experimental Set-Up 

The experimental facility consists of a deck 

model, a running motor, pulley and v-belt system, 

a power supply, automatic cut-off switch system, 

a velocity measuring system (LDV), LDV tra- 

versing system, two particle generators, and a data 

acquisition system. Figure 1 shows the schematic 

diagram of experimental set-up with LDV system. 

The flow pattern inside the housing was obser- 

ved by using a TSI Laser Doppler Velocimetry 

(LDV) system. Collection of data was performed 

at several different azimuth and axial sections of 

the deck. In conjunction with the velocity 

measurements, a high-speed video camera was 

used to observe the flow pattern caused by the 

blade rotation. Then a sound level meter was used 

to measure the noise level generated by the 

running mower deck blades. 

Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the 

tested mulching mower deck. This model is a 

double-blade counter-rotating deck with a dou- 

ble housing design that was 1.076m wide. The 

dimensions are listed in Table 1. The housing is 

specially made of clear plastic for flow visuali- 

zation and LDV experimentation. The deck 

model is installed on the test stand and powered 

by a 5 hp AC motor (230Volt, 3450rpm). The test 

stand (0.9m×2.0m) was constructed from ply- 

wood with a steel frame. To allow for the vertical 

Laser 

Tested 1 ~  Mower Deck 

Velocity 
Measuring Poin 

LDV System 

/• Motor 

Test Table 

LDV DataProcessor ~ - - ~  Data Acquisition 
System 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental set-up 

Table 1 Dimensions of tested deck and blade 

Symbol Dimension Symbol Dimension 

Dd 0.575m Lb 0.574m 

Ld 1.076m Vmax 76m/s 

Ha 0.102m N 2700rpm 

Z 0.082m R 0.287m 

i 

! 

i 

............. .7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 ...... ' 1 ~ 2  

~ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of mower deck 

and horizontal positioning of the mower deck, 

four sliding bracket assemblies were designed and 

installed on the test table. Each assembly includes 

a sliding flat bar and an L bracket. The L 

brackets connect the mower to the flat bar pieces 

and allow the mower to move vertically. The 

height between the test table and the bottom of the 

mower deck is adjustable, from 0.025m to 0.10m. 

The flat bar pieces are set in the test stand and 

allow the L brackets to move horizontally. The 

rotational speed of the blade is set at 2700rpm by 

using a belt-pulley system. The motor and pulley 

mounting brackets were also designed to allow 

for the proper vertical and horizontal placement 

of the motor. The running belt guard was manu- 

factured of a 0.64cm wood plate and a flexible 

steel plate to increase safety during the high- 

speed experiment. The artificial grass mat is 

attached on the test table to simulate the working 

condition of the lawn mower in a field test case. 

The LDV system is also installed on a movable 

traversing system to provide variable positioning, 

horizontally and vertically. The crank design of 

the traversing system is able to improve adjus- 
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tments in both x and y directions of the horizontal 
plane. The support stand was fitted with two 
units, to make vertical and horizontal adjustments. 

Two particle generators were installed under- 
neath the test table to supply seeding for the LDV 
test. The data obtained during this experiment 
was corrected and saved in the data acquisition 
system. 

3. Experimental Procedure 

The blade for the mulching type mower deck 
has two opposite inclinations at each side. Two 
kinds of blades were tested under the same 
experimental conditions. Figure 3 shows the 
schematic diagram of the tested two blade models. 
The blades are designed in such a way that the 
angle of attack varies along the radial direction. 
The purpose of the change in slope is to cause a 
flow around the blade in both upward and 
downward directions to help air circulation in- 
side housing since mulching type mower deck 
does not have air discharge area on housing. The 
angle at the tip of the blade is designed to make 
higher upward velocity whereas the opposite 
angle near the middle section of the blade is 
designed to help downward velocity generation. 
This air flow pattern is expected to induce low 
pressure at the rotating blade center and helps 
higher upward velocity at the tip of  the blade for 

/ 

(a) Model I 

Fig. 3 

(b) Model II 

Schematic diagram of two different blade 
models 

I,, 0.08 m Front ~ J-~ 

secti~ °n ~" ~ e ~ e C t i ~  ( ~  

section 3~ cti°n 4 ~  

0.08 m i 

Rear 

Fig. 4 Tested sections for LDV measurement 

better grass mulching performance. 
Model II blade, which is designed after several 

tests and geometry modifications, has a wavy 
curved portion at 0.62R from the center of the 
blade. Several cross sections shown in Fig. 4 were 
chosen to collect data. Each side of the housing is 
assumed to be symmetric since the blades are 
counter rotating (see Fig. 1). Hence, only one 
side of the deck was selected for the LDV 
measurement. 

Tangential and axial velocities were measured 
at several different axial height positions. The 
three different gaps between the test table and the 
deck, Hz/Hl=0.374, 0.623, and 0.872, were tested 
to observe the affects of different heights in this 
study. The velocity data was collected and 
processed in the data acquisition system. This 
system will display a realtime probability distri- 
bution function (PDF) histogram of the particle 
velocities, and a statistical analysis of the sample 
taken, including the number of points taken, 
velocity mean, standard deviation, turbulence 
(%), a skewness coefficient, and a flatness 
coefficient. The data can be stored on a computer 
disc and retrieved for viewing or printing. Some 
preliminary test runs with the lawn mower were 
conducted to determine the proper settings for the 
data processor, which would be kept constant 
throughout most of the tests. For each set of test 
conditions, the test section was positioned to pass 
through the center of the probe volume and inter- 
sect the optical axis, within the plane of the 
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intersecting laser beams. The realtime PDF was 

viewed while the mower was running to assure 

that the processor settings were appropriate. 

When it was determined that the mower, pro- 

cessor and software were all functioning properly, 

and adjusted correctly, a sample of 6000 data 

points was taken and stored. These data were 

later analyzed and displayed as a PDF histogram 

and a table of available statistics for each set of 

test conditions. 

In summary, each measurement was taken at 

the horizontal test section inside the mower 

housing. All of the data for each sample is avail- 

able in its PDF data file and displayed in the 

PDF histogram. The LDV graphs were produced 

using the average velocity in each sample. Flow 

visualization was also performed using a high- 

speed video camera, and noise levels were 

measured using a sound level meter. 

3.1 LD¥  System 
The LDV is a well established technique used 

in fluid flow research as a non-invasive method 

for obtaining velocity and turbulence information 

in a variety of applications including separated 

flows, liquid flows, high turbulence intensity 

flows, high temperature flows, variable property 

flows (non-isothermal), rotating machinery, 

combustion, very low velocity flow, etc. 

A 1980 TSI model LDV system was used to 

measure the air velocities inside the housing. The 

LDV system consists of several pieces of equip- 

ment, including a laser source, optic system 

(beam splitter, focusing lens, collecting lens, 

bragg cell and photo multiplier tube), signal 

processor, and a data processor. The LDV has 

several optic system modes including reference 

beam mode, dual beam mode, one beam mode, 

and fringe mode. The laser passes through the 

transmitting optics and the light beams intersect 

at a point creating a probe volume through which 

the seeding particle passes inside the mower 

housing. The scattering two doppler shifted light 

signals that pass through the receiving optics are 

heterodyned in the photomultiplier. The different 

frequencies are sent to the data processor, which 

validates the signal and can send the processed 

data to a compatible data collection device. 

The LDV system used in this experiment has 

one component and a dual beam mode system, 

powered by a 30mW maximum output He-Ne ion 

laser. There are three types of scattered light 

collection, back scatter, forward scatter and 

off-axis. The forward scatter method was chosen 

in this study to increase intensity. 

3.2 Seeding 
The LDV measures the velocity of particles 

traversing the measured volume, but not the air 

molecules, so seeding the flow field must also be 

performed. In most air flows, naturally present 

particles that can generate good signals are not 

sufficient in number. Particles in the test room 

with greater than 0.5 microns of diameter have a 

number density (number/c.c.) typically less than 

1. This means that the probability of having a 

particle in the LDV measuring volume (e.g. 100 

microns × 1,000 microns) is very small. Hence, in 

most of the air flows, there is a need to seed the 

flow with appropriately sized particles. The 

optimum seed particles are small enough to fol- 

low the flow and large enough to generate a 

sufficient amount of scattered light. In general, 

the use of a water-glycerine mixture, or of oils 

(vegetable oils, mineral oils, DOP and other 

liquids), are common to seed gas flows. In some 

cases, solid particles such as PSL, silicon beads 

and kaoline have been used for seeding gas flows. 

Salt and sugar have also been used as seeds by 

atomizing the solutions and then drying the 

droplets. In these cases, the seed particle size is 

controlled by adjusting the concentration of the 

solutions. Small particles for forward scatter 

applications have been generated in this fashion. 

The frequency response is a function of the 

particle diameter and density. In general, a parti- 

cle with a small, aerodynamic diameter would be 

a good choice as the seed for high speed flows. As 

the diameter gets smaller, SNR could be 

maximized by reducing the measuring volume 

and increasing the laser power. Small solid 

particles such as PSL and TiO2 have been used to 

seed high speed flows. A solution of solid 

particles in an evaporating medium is atomized to 
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control the seed particle size. Droplets of 

atomized liquids such as silicone oils, and Dow 

Corning 704 have been used as seed particles. One 

problem with using the laser velocimetry in flows 

containing regions of high vorticity is that the 

seeding particles will not precisely follow the 

trajectories of fluid elements because they tend to 

spin out from the measuring section due to the 

centrifugal effects. Another problem is that the 

deck model has clearance between the housing 

and the test table. Therefore, the particles used 

should be harmless to humans. Tests were 

performed by supplying atomized water droplets 

from ultrasonic nozzles. Water droplets are con- 

tinuously supplied from two nozzles installed un- 

derneath the test table. 

3.3 High-speed video camera 

The flow patterns were observed by using a 

high-speed video camera. A high-speed video 

taping method offers valuable insight into the 

global flow patterns within the mower deck and is 

useful to compare the performance of different 

blades. For the experiments with the high-speed 

camera, footage was recorded at several different 

angles. The NAC color High Speed Video HSV- 

1000 FPS camera V-054 was used. The camera 

has the ability to record up to 14 minutes of high 

speed motion at 1,000 frames per second, on a 

standard color SVHS cassette. For added versa- 

tility the system is easily switched to monochrome 

operation for those times when a black and white 

image is more appropriate. The complete system 

consists of a video tape recorder (VCR) and a 

video monitor, mounted on an integral card, and 

the HSV-1000 color camera. An easy-to-use, 

hand held keypad controls all record and 

playback functions. The camera also has record 

and playback controls on its rear panel. The 

recording speed is adjustable at either 500 or 1, 

000 frames per second with variable shutter speed 

to helps capture sharper pictures. The system has 

switchable recording formats for either Super- 

VHS or VHS, with a resolution of 350+ hori- 

zontal TV lines. The monitor has a 750+ hori- 

zontal line resolution and the camera has a 400+ 

line video resolution. After the taping session is 

over, the footage can be played back at any speed 

or slowed to a still position through a rotary 

control for a frame by frame analysis. Two dif- 

ferent blade models were taped and compared at 

the same running conditions. Video taping was 

performed for several different angles of view 

throughout the deck. Coalescence of smaU pieces 

of paper, the Confetti Test, was also observed by 

video taping the flow motion. 

(1) Confetti Test 

The first high-speed camera experiment per- 

formed was the Confetti Test to visualize grass 

clipping flow path. The similar size and weight 

Confetti with grass clipping were selected to make 

better visualization since Confetti has higher in- 

tensity of light than grass clipping. The camera 

was placed at several different positions on the 

deck while small paper clippings were fed into the 

mower deck from the bottom of the test table. The 

particle flow of the paper clippings was observed 

as they traveled around the path inside the deck. 

The frames of the images were simulated in a 

computer so that distributions of the small pieces 

of paper could be easily observed. 

(2) Tuft Test 

0.04m strings were attached on the inner wall of 

the deck during high-speed video taping. The 

purpose of using the Tuft Test was to observe the 

unpredictable flow patterns inside the deck hous- 

ing. Suction, blowing, and turbulence are the 

main flow characteristics that need to be control- 

led for designing a good performance mower 

deck. Figure 5 shows the views of tuft test for 

overall and partial views. Figure (b) also shows 

the strings aligned with air flow direction with 

rotating of blade. 

3.4 Sound level meter 

Noise levels were measured with a Bruel & 

Kjaer Precision Sound Level Meter Type 2203 for 

three different cases, one without blade, the sec- 

ond with blade Model I, and the third with blade 
Model II (see Fig. 3). The sound level meter was 

calibrated by using the sound level calibrator 
Type 4230 before each measurement. This cali- 
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(a) Overall view 

Fig. 5 
(b) Partial view 

Views of tuft test using high-speed video 

camera 

brates the meter at 1000Hz (--+2%) and thus is 

independent of  the weighting networks. After cal- 

ibration it is possible to perform sound level 

measurements to an accuracy of +0.3dB with the 

Precision Sound Level Meter Type 2203. The 

influence of static pressure is very small, thus the 

calibration signal is virtually independent of bar- 

ometric pressure or altitude, for ordinary use. The 

calibration may also be regarded as independent 

of temperature for most applications. The tests 

were performed at several different locations un- 

der the same conditions. The measured values 

were averaged and recorded. 

the measurement. Velocity bias occurs because 

more high-velocity particles go through the 

measurement volume than low-velocity particles. 

The data was screened at standard deviations, and 

only about 0.4.%0 of the data points were rejected 

out of 6,000 in the experiments. 

The source of error with the greatest potential 

for causing uncertainty is the measurement of  

noise instead of doppler bursts. The system and 

counter setup were checked so that no-particle- 

seeding corresponded to a zero data rate. It was 

also found useful to block the beam and make 

sure that the data rate went to zero. Generally, 

measurements made on noise fall considerably 

from doppler burst measurements. The LDV data 

confirms that there is little problem with bad, 

noise-based measurements in the current data. 

The 632.8nm laser line was used for both 

tangential and axial velocity components. The 

components were measured independently. Seed 

particles of ultrasonic nozzle (--20/zm diameter) 

were added to the fluid to provide acceptable data 

rates. Six thousand data points were taken at each 

position to determine the local mean velocity. 

Between 1,000 and 10,000 data points were avera- 

ged, and it was discovered that results were 

independent for sample sizes over 4,000 data 

points. 

Another error was introduced by the uncer- 

tainty of the traversing mechanism. The traversal 

resolution in the three directions was ±0.2/zm 

with a placement precision of 0.5mm/m. 

5. Numerica l  Model  

4. Experimental  Uncerta inty  

If it is assumed that the LDV system is 

measuring on a real doppler burst. The error in 

the counter measurement of time is 0.25% at 

20MHz. The digital data system uses 10 binary 

bits, for approximately 0.25% accuracy. The 

beam angle was measured by TSI and specified to 

0.1%. The total error of  a doppler burst 

measurement is therefore approximately 0.6%, an 

extremely small value. 

There is also some influence of velocity bias on 

The numerical method used for this research is 

the three-dimensional finite volume difference 

(FVD) method with a QUICK[12]  scheme for 

descretization of  convection-diffusion terms and 

SIMPLEC[13] for pressure computations. The 

turbulence model employed for the computations 

is the standard k - e  with the wall-function model 

for the wall boundary conditions. 

Two computational models have been de- 

veloped and combined with the computational 

code to better describe the aerodynamics of lawn 

mowers. First, two-dimensional blade shapes at 
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several arbitrary radial sections were selected for 

flow computations around the blade model. Each 

cross section of the blade, drawn with CAD 

software, was modeled for the flow computations. 

These blade cross sections were transported into 

the CFD code developed at the CFD laboratory 

of University of Wisconsin-Milaukee, and com- 

puted for flow behavior analyses. Second, the 

data obtained from these analyses were used for 

computations of the three-dimensional deck model. 

5.1 Governing equations 
The governing equations needed to simulate a 

fluid flow field of the rotating blade are the 

conservation equations of mass and momentum, 

expressed in the vector forms shown below. 

V.pv=0  (1) 

(v 'V)  p v = - - V "  a- + pg (2) 

In these equations, p is the air density, v is the 

air velocity vector, g is the gravitational accelera- 

tion vector, and ~r is the total stress tensor of the 

air. And ~r is given by : 

~ r = p S +  r (3) 

where, p is the static pressure, ris the stress tensor 

of air, and 8 is the unit tensor. The above 

governing equations are valid for both laminar 

and turbulent flows. The following is the corre- 

sponding components in summation convection 

for repeated indices. The continuity equation is 

given by : 

0 ( P U ~ )  = 0  (4) 
8xi 

The momentum equation is given by:  

0to a(oU, U~)_ &P ~-og,-~ (5) 

where r0 is the stress tensor, and gi is the gravi- 

tational acceleration in the ith direction. 

Since the velocities of the flow in a lawn mower 

are small compared to the sound velocity, it can 

be assumed that the flow is incompressible. Thus, 

equations (4) and (5) reduce to:  

OU~ = 0  (6) 
Ox~ 

and 

p • x  (U~Us)_ Op ~-pgi-F 0to (7) 
Ox~ Oxs 

/ Ou i  , Ous \ , , 
where ro=/.t~ ~ f - e ~ i  }--pui us (8) 

In equation (8), the term - -pu/u . / i s  referred to 

as the Reynolds stress. 

For computations of turbulent flows, the 

standard k - e  model has been widely used for 

many applications. This is partially because it is 

relatively simple and has been proven to provide 

engineering accuracy for a variety of turbulent 

flows, including shear flows and wall-bounded 

flows. In addition, the k - e  model is semi 

-empirical since its constants are taken from 

simple, steady and high Reynolds flow 

experiments. 

The k - e  turbulence model is an eddy-visco- 

sity model. The Reynolds stresses are assumed to 

be proportional to the mean velocity gradients, 

with the constant proportionality being the tur- 

bulent viscosity/~t assumed to be isotropic and to 

play the same role as the molecular viscosity/z. At 

wall boundaries, the wall functions are used near 

the wall region to estimate the effects of the wall 

on turbulent flows. These functions are empirical 

and are used in lieu of solving the entire turbulent 

boundary layer. 

In each iteration, several steps are executed. At 

the first step, the U, V and W momentum 

equations are each solved in turn using the 

guessed values for pressure in order to update the 

velocity field. Since the velocities obtained in the 

first step may not satisfy the mass continuity 

equation locally, a "Poisson-type" equation is 

derived from the continuity equation and the 

linearized momentum equations. This 'pressure 

correction' equation is then solved to obtain the 

necessary corrections to the pressure field. Corre- 

sponding adjustments to the velocity components 

are also made. The k - - 6  equation is solved using 

the updated velocity to obtain the distribution of 

the effective viscosity for turbulent flow. Any 

auxiliary equations are solved using the pre- 

viously updated values of the other variables and 
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the fluid properties are also updated. Finally, a 

check is made to see if equation sets converge. 

These steps are continued until the sum of the 

residuals in each equation, within each finite 

control volume, is less than a preset value, which 

means that the convergence results are obtained. 

Table 2 Input velocity for two-dimensional com- 
~utation 

Section Radius (m) Input Velocity (m/s) 

A 0.15 42.39 

B 0.19 53.69 

C 0.24 67.82 

5.2 Two-dimensional  model 

One of the advantages of using a two-di- 

mensional blade model is that the local flow 

behavior and the effect of the blade geometry 

perimeters on the entire flow characteristics near 

the blade can be observed more easily than with 

three-dimensional models. Moreover, two-di-  

mensional models are less complicated and re- 

quire less CPU time than three-dimensional 

approaches. Therefore, it was decided to start 

with a two-dimensional model to get some insight 

before moving on to three-dimensional models. 

Before making the numerical computations, it 

is required to generate the correct geometry of the 

model and the reasonable grids. The method and 

procedure of  generating geometry and grids 

discussed below are valid for a two-dimensional 

model. 

Three cross sections of  the blade were chosen 

for calculation. The distances from each cross 

section to the rotating axial line of the blade are 

0.15m, 0.19m and 0.24m, respectively. The cross 

section views of two different blades are shown in 

Fig. 6. With the blade spinning at 2700RPM the 

tip of the blade is moving at 76m/s. In this 

manner the inlet velocity conditions were evalua- 

ted based on this rotational speed at each radial 

section. The input velocities obtained from 

angular velocity for different cross sections of 

blade are shown in Table 2. 

Vm,ot (m/s) = 2a'co r / 6 0  (9) 

A rectangular face with a dimension of 0.22 × 

0.12m was added around the cross section view of 

the blade. The blade was located at the center of 

the rectangle and the 'velocity inlet' boundary 

condition, Vinlet, was given at the front rectangle 

edge of the blade cross section. Other rectangle 

edge behind blade was set as 'outlet' boundary 

condition and the other two edges were set as 

'wall '  boundary conditions. 

In this study, the structured rectangular grid is 

used. The final grid for one of the two-dimen- 

sional blade models is shown in Fig. 7. The upper 

and lower sides of the rectangle outside of the 

blade, and the geometry of the blade cross section 

were defined as walls. Velocity inlet was used for 

the inlet boundary condition and static pressure 

inlet was used for the outlet boundary condition. 

The flow is assumed incompressible due to its 

low Mach number condition. This process of  data 

input includes defining physical constants such as 

the density of air, set at 1.177kg/m 3, and the 

viscosity of air at 1.846 × 10-SN.s/m 2. 

Wall (Housing) 

Vel, 
inle A. Model I 

B. Model II 

(a) Section A (b) Section B (c) Section C 

(R=0.15m) (R=0.19m) (R--0.24m) Fig. 7 

Fig. 6 Cross section views of each blade model 

Wall (Ground) 

Final grids for two-dimensional blade cross 
section C (Model I1) 
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5.3 Three -d imens iona l  model 

In this model, a flow field around the entire 

three-dimensional blade shape is used to evaluate 

flow patterns in order to take radial flow 

interactions into account. To do this, the blade is 

at rest while the surrounding environment moves 

in a relative fashion. For this purpose, one quar- 

ter of the deck housing is employed as the solu- 

tion domain of the model. The blade is located in 

the middle height position and at about 30 ° from 

the inlet of the computational boundary of the 

model. The lower side of the computational 

domain has been extended 0.064m all the way to 

the ground. This is the average height of the 

actual mower deck. The grid is generated by 

employing highly clustered meshes near solid 

walls. The total number of nodes is 75,000 for one 

side of the double compartments. The input 

velocities are provided along the blade surface 

while the flow along a gap between the ground 

an.d the deck housing is computed through the 

model. The same fluid properties were used as in 

the two-dimensional flow computations. Com- 

putations require approximately 10,000 iterations 

for the residuals to drop below 0.019/oo on a SGI 

Power Challenge Array at NCSA. Each com- 

putation takes about 4 hours of CPU time to 

achieve the above mentioned convergence criteria. 

The fully meshed three-dimensional model 

shown in Fig. 8 is based on the non-inert ia 

coordinate system where the blade is stationary 

while the surrounding field including air, the 

deck wall, and the ground, rotates. 

When the equations of motion are solved in an 

accelerating computational domain of reference, 

the acceleration of the fluid is augmented by the 

acceleration of the reference domain itself. In a 

rotating reference domain, this additional accel- 

eration gives rise to the coriolis and centrifugal 

acceleration terms which appear in the revised 

momentum equations in the rotating domain : 

Dvr 4-2QXvT+~X (~Xr) (10) 
Dt 

Here, Vr is the velocity in the rotating domain and 

is related to the velocity in the non-rotating 

domain, v, as: 

(a) Model I 

(b) Model II 

Fig. 8 Final grids for three-dimensional model 

v = v r + O x r  ( l l )  

where Q is the rotation vector and r is the 

position vector in the rotating domain. Three- 

dimensional model is solving the momentum 

equation in the form of (10) to predict the velocity 

Vr as defined by (11). 

6. Resul ts  

The velocity measurements were taken at 

several different radial and axial sections inside 

the deck housing. The maximum measured 

velocities are listed in Table 3 and 4. The 

maximum tangential velocities usually occurred 

at r /R=0.51--0 .73 from the center of the rotating 

shaft and maximum axial velocities usually occurred 

Table 3 Maximum tangential velocity near the 
blade (m/s) 

Section 1 2 3 4 

Model I 15.38 14.38 15.88 14.52 

Model 1I 17.99 17.95 18.39 16.11 
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Table 4 Maximum axial velocity near the blade 
(m/s) 

Section 1 2 3 

Model 1 6.37 6.31 5.14 

Model II 7.34 7.49 6.30 

4 

5.36 

6.35 

at r / R = 0 . 7 6 ~ 0 . 8 4  from the center of  the rotating 

shaft. This is because the velocities near the 

housing wall  are reduced due to the wall friction. 

The velocity distributions at each section are not 

the same due to the fact that air suction varies 

from location to location. 

6.1 Velocity distribution for model I 

Figure 9 shows the tangential velocity distri- 

butions for Model  I at several different heights for 

the measured points at four sections (see Fig 4). 

It was observed in these figures that the tangential 

velocity tends to increase from the center of  the 

blade, up to r / R = 0 . 5 2 ~ 0 . 5 9 .  Beyond that loca- 

tion, velocity decreases since the deck housing 

area is magnified and friction increases toward 

the outside wall. It is also observed in this figure 

that the velocity increases with the height of  the 

measuring point  in axial direction at both 

sections 1 and 3, whereas it decreases at sections 

2 and 4. This occurs because of  the change of  air 

motion in the gap between the deck and the 

ground. Hence each section has a different air 

velocity layer. 

6.2 Velocity distribution for model I I  

Figure 10 shows the tangential velocity distri- 

bution for Model  II at the same points and 

sections as Model  I in Fig. 4. The patterns of  the 

velocity seem to be similar to that of  Model  I. 

However,  the Model  II blade generates a faster 

tangential velocity than the Model  I blade in the 

whole field for the same blade speed and at the 

same positions. The velocities near the outer 

region are specially enhanced in Model  II. The 

comparison of  maximum tangential velocity 

between the two different blades is shown in 

Table 3. The pattern of  the velocity at each 

section is the same. 

0.3 
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.~0.2 
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~0.1 

Section I 

I A z/2:=0232[ 
O z/Z=0.387 

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  

0 0.2 0,4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Radial Station, rtR 

0.3 

..~ 0.2 

> 

"~0.1 

0.3 

> 
.~0.2 

~O. l  

80-31 

> 
.~0.2 
8 
> 

~0 .1  

b- 

Fig. 9 

Section2 

r o w'Z=0.387 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Radial Station, r/R 

Section 3 

.232 1 
z/Z-~0.387 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1,0 
Radial Station, r/R 

Section 4 

• • [  
O ~Z--0.077 1 

[ --o--- z/Z=0.387 1 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Radial Station, r/R 

Tangential velocity distribution for model 1 

6.3 Axial  velocity distribution 

The axial velocity was also measured at several 

different heights for the measured points at four 

sections the same as tangential velocity measure- 

merit but difference was relatively small. The axial 

velocity distributions for Model  I and II are 
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Fig, 10 Tangential velocity distribution for model 1I 

shown in Fig. 11. 

In most  of  sections the velocity increases from 

the center of the blades to the perimeter  of  the 

mower  deck. This  t rend is beneficial  in tha t  the 

higher  upward  velocities occur  near  the  perimeter  

causing the lift of  the grass before it is cut. This  

0.3 

~d 0.25 
E 

>~ 0.2 

'o 5 0.15 

o.1 

0.05 

0 

Model I o- Section 1 
Section 21 

*- Section 3 
o Section 4: 

0.3 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Radial Station r/R 

E 

> 

Fig. 11 

0.25 

0.2 

0.15 

0.1 

0.05 

0 

Model II o Section ll 
-o Section 2 

Section 3 
~o Section 4 i 

. . . . . . .  t . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  L . . . . . .  

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

Radial Station, r/R 

Axial velocity distributions for model I and 

I! (z/Z=O.232, H2/H~--0.374) 

flow pattern improves the efficiency of  the mower 's  

mulch ing  effect. Any grass tha t  does not  get cut by 

the first sweep of  the b lade  has the  potent ia l  to get 

cut in the fol lowing blade paths because they are 

stretched upward  by the lift under  the deck. The  

max imum velocity occurs a round  at r / R = 0 . 9  and  

velocity decreases after tha t  because of  hous ing  

wall  friction. The data  also showed, on  average, 

tha t  the max imum axial velocity in the front  area 

of  the deck was h igher  than  the velocity in the 

back area in the bo th  b lade  models.  This  is also 

a beneficial  velocity character is t ic  since the ma- 

jor i ty  of  the grass gets cut in the front  of  the deck. 

The  result  also shows that  only  upward  velocity 

is measured by experiments  even blade has an 

opposi te  at tack angle at the middle  section to help 

air  c i rculat ion inside housing.  One  of  reason is 

tha t  an axial velocity measurement  is performed 

at about  0.02m above the b lade  p lane  because of  
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the restriction of  LDV measurement. And the low 

pressure created by centrifugal force seems to be 

prevents downward velocity at the middle section. 

The mimum axial velocity was 5.4--6.4m/s for 

Model I and 6.5~7.5m/s  for Model II. The axial 

velocity pattern is the same as other deck height 

(Hz) or measuring point height (z) for the same 

section. 

6.4 Comparison for different deck height 
Figure 12 shows the effect of  height between 

ground and deck at section 1. The velocity at each 

height shows the same pattern: the maximum 

tangential velocity is almost the same at each 

section. This feature was also observed in the 

axial velocity distributions and at other sections. 

Hence it was found that the gap between the 

ground and the deck does not strongly affect the 

trend of the velocity. 

6.5 High-speed video taping 
High-speed video taping was performed to ob- 

serve the air flow direction inside the deck hous- 

ing by attaching threads on the wall inside the 

housing. Two blade models were tested with the 

same running conditions. In the first video taping 

experiment, small confetti was supplied through 

the hole of  the bottom test table to observe the 

flow motion inside the housing while the blades 

are rotating. Most of the confetti pieces were fed 

into both the left and right sides of the deck where 

0.3 

E 

z~ 
O 

g 

0.2 

0.1 

Sec t ion  1 

0 H2/H1=0.872 

. . . .  i . . . .  i . . . .  i . . . .  J . . . .  

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Radial Station, r / R 

Fig. 12 Comparison of deck height for model II 
(z/Z =0.077) 

Table 5 Noise test result 

Blade Model w/o blade Model I Model 1I 

Noise Level 100db 120db 125db 

air suction is present. Many of the pieces went 

around for several rotations and exited at the rear 

side of the deck. High turbulence motion was also 

observed at the center area of the deck. Blade 

Model II creates a wider suction area at both sides 

of the deck than Model 1. The tuft test indicated 

strings aligning with the blade rotation direction 

except at the center area of the deck. 

6.6 Noise test 
The results of  the noise test are listed in Table 

5. The sound level meter was used at various 

locations in the deck, including a section between 

the two blades, and these noise levels were avera- 

ged. The average noise levels were 100dB without 

any blade installation and 120dB with blade 

Model I and 125dB with blade Model II. Hence 

each blade makes 20--25dB increments of  noise. 

The noise level created by Model II is about 4.2~o 

higher than Model I. The wavy curved portion of 

the Model 1I blade causes both faster flow and 

more resistance in the housing. 

6.7 Computational results 
Figure 13 shows the comparisons of the velocity 

vectors at different blade cross sections of each 

blade model. At cross section A, the sharp flow 

separation is occurred at the end of the sharp- 

ended point along the upper surface of the blade 

Model I. However it is almost disappeared in 

Model II. The curvature shape of blade Model II 

can generate more downward velocity than that of 

Model I. The flow pattern at the cross section B is 

uniform compared with other sections and two 

blade models make similar velocity distributions. 

At the views of cross section C, the rounded blade 

surface near the tip of the blade is intended to 

create lift force on the flow particles. However 

this rounded surface does not strongly effective in 

causing lifting force on the flow particles due to 

prior separation at the sharp edge. It also shows 

that Model II generates more upward velocity and 
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Fig. 13 Velocity vectors at different cross section of 

each blade model 

flow separat ion tendency is smaller than those of  

Model  I. However  the difference is relatively 

small. 

In other two-d imens iona l  model  results, high 

pressure occurs at the upper side of  each blade 

cross section and low pressure occurs at the 

bot tom of  each blade. The highest pressure level 

occurs at the front edge of  the blade. Blade Model  

II has a smoother  velocity vector and a smaller  

turbulent  zone than Model  I in cross section A. 

The turbulent  kinetic energy level is increased at 

cross section C for blade Model  II since it has a 

deeper attack angle than that of  Model  I. The 

compar ison of  turbulent  kinetic energy at cross 

section C is shown in Fig. 14. 

F igure  15 shows the compar ison of  velocity 

vectors at different radial  sections for three-  

dimensional  model.  It is found that the three-  

dimensional  results seem to be relatively similar  

to the results obtained by using two-d imens iona l  

model  calculations.  Figure  also shows that the 

downward  velocity is occurred at the inner radial  

(a) Model I 

Fig. 14 

(b) Model II 

Turbulent kinetic energy at cross section C 
(mZ/s z) 

(a) Model I 

(b) Model II 

Fig. 15 Velocity vectors at different radial locations 

for three-dimensional model 

section since blade has an opposite  attack angle 

near the inner section of  the blade. However  the 

effect is small and shown at or  below the rotating 

blade plane since strong centrifugal force caused 

by high rotating speed makes low pressure at the 

inner section of  blade. The experimental  result 

discussed in Fig. 11 also shows only posit ive 
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Fig. 16 

_ 

Model I 

(a) Model I 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Radial Station, r / R 

(b) Model II 

Computed turbulence level for three- 
dimensional model 

upward velocity above the rotating blade plane. 

Computed turbulence levels are shown in Fig. 

16 for both blades in a three-dimensional model. 

As evidenced in this figure, the wavy curved 

portion in blade Model II generates higher con- 

centrated turbulence wakes than blade Model I. 

The velocity affects the inhalation power of 

flow particles in the flow motion field. Therefore, 

the inhalation power of the rotor motor can be 

increased by changing blade and housing designs. 

It should also be noted that in the case of 

increasing air velocities, turbulence intensity, and 

noise levels can also be increased. The bend 

created on blade Model II causes a faster flow and 

as a result, may create more resistance in the 

housing. 

6.8 Comparison between computations and 
experiments 

The four sets of experimental data have been 

compared with the computational results. The 

locations of those test data are shown in Fig. 4. 

Both experimental data and computed velocities 

at section 1 are compared and shown in Fig. 17 

for Model I and Model II. In this figure it is noted 

N 

Model H 

0 Experkment 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Radial Station. r / R 

Fig. 17 Comparison of experimental result with 
computational result (Section l, H2/H1---- 

0.374) 

that, although the maximum values of tangential 

velocity agree, the location of the computed 

maximum is predicted at r /R=0.18,  while the 

experimental results have a maximum at between 

r /R=0.25  to 0.38. This discrepancy may be 

attributed to the fact that the computations cannot 

incorporate exact air flow conditions at the 

clearance between the housing and the ground. 

The clearance was fixed by pressure inlet 

boundary condition in computational domain. 

However the high-speed video in experimental 

test shows both in- and out-flow occur at the 

clearance around housing, simultaneously. Ano- 

ther reason of difference is that the computation is 

not considered the interaction of two rotating 

blades since three-dimensional model employ 

only one side of blade and one quarter of the deck 

housing. 

7.  C o n c l u s i o n s  

Through this study, the experimental and com- 
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putational results have provided better under- 

standing of the velocity patterns at each section 

and generated inside the mower deck during the 

operation. The observation via high-speed video 

taping gives a good opportunity for visual veri- 

fication and comparison with the data obtained in 

the LDV test. The use of LDV system and a high- 

speed video along with the use of CFD code has 

given an opportunity to verify computational 

flows with visual experimental results. The ex- 

perimental results have provided a good picture 

of what the velocity patterns at each section and 

inside mower deck look like. This information 

can be used in future designs of both mower decks 

and blades to achieve more desirable flow pat- 

terns. 

After analyzing two different blade models, it 

was identified by both experimental and numeri- 

cal studies that Model II, which has a wavy 

curved portion in the middle of the blade, 

performs better than Model 1 in enhancing the 

lifting effect inside the deck. It was observed that 

a wavy curved portion on Model I1 causes a 

higher turbulence level, which may result in 

higher noise and vibration levels. And experi- 

mental and computational results also can be 

used for explanation of the design effects of the 

blade and housing. 

The computational calculations for the mul- 

ching type mower deck clearly show the flow 

pattern and other flow characteristics around the 

blade cross sections. Hence an optimum design 

for a mower blade can be found in consideration 

of the relation between better performance and 

lower turbulent energy. These results can provides 

a method of determining optimum values for 

critical design parameters before experimental 

validations for many other complicated rotating 

machinery designs. 
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